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1. Overview 
The ServiceNow Release Notes for August 2013 summarizes all of the additions, enhancements, 
and fixes that moved into production for use starting August 7, 2013. 

2. Enhancements 
• Incident 

 To better support individual and team queue management, two Service Desk navigation pane 
items were modified.  The Service Desk "Homepage" was replaced with "My 
Assignments" where ITIL users can find all Tasks assigned to them and also unassigned 
tasks they can pull into their queues.  The Service Desk "Dashboard" was replaced with 
"My Team Queue Management" where queue managers can find all Tasks assigned to 
their groups and assign them to individuals using list edit functionality. 

 Existing Medical Center IT field services and telecom assignment groups were 
consolidated to reflect the current organization.  This resulted in deactivating some groups 
and renaming other groups.  "CSS_FS_Parnassus" is now "MCIT_FS_Parnassus"; 
"CSS_FS_MTZ" is now "MCIT_FS_MTZ"; and "CSS_FS_MCB" is now "MCIT_FS_MCB". 

 Added additional "message prompt" feature for the IT Service Desk so when they create and 
use a message type of "worklog" it sets the record value into the Incident WorkLog field.  
This feature will improve the efficiency of the IT Service Desk and assist with performance 
goals. 

 Created an email to ticket functionality where email sent for "badge reader monitoring" 
will create an Incident and assign to MCIT_FS_Parnassus.  Since some monitoring notices 
may be repeatedly submitted, a restriction has been added to not create any additional ticket 
for the same Badge Reader email (email subject value) within a 4 hour period. 

 When creating a new Knowledge Base (KB) article, the "Viewable by" is now set to 
blank as the default.  Previously, it defaults to the group for which the creator belongs.  
Setting this value to blank makes the article viewable to all ITIL staff.  In addition, all KB 
articles owned by the IT Service Desk, IT Customer Support Services or any ITFS groups will 
have their Viewable by value manually set to blank. 

• Change 

 Updated the Peer Reviewer notification to remove the 'name' of who documented the Peer 
Reviewer.  Previously, the peer reviewer notification stated: "Shawn Hall [the Assigned To] 
has documented that Rita McCue has completed a peer review for Change CHG0039669. 
Please contact Shawn Hall if you have any questions." The wording of this notification was 
less than clear.  The notification was updated to remove the first part of the notification 
"{assigned_to} has documented that...". 
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 Updated role access to allow all ITIL users the ability to see all Blackout windows 
(assuming they have access to CHG module).  From the left-side Navigation Pane, under the 
Change module, in the Scheduling section, the "ITS Blackout Window", "MC Blackout 
Window", and "ISU Blackout Window" links are now visible.  When opened, the Blackout 
Schedule records for the specified group can be viewed. 

 Updated the wording shown in approval notifications sent to Peer Reviewer (High Risk), 
Group Manager Approver (any Risk), and IT Director Approver (High Risk or during a 
Blackout or if MC and Expedited). The wording is adjusted depending on if the change is 
comprehensive or expedited.  The intention is to provide additional information to the 
approver, and also make sure the approver is aware of the time-sensitive nature of their 
approval. 

• Software Development LifeCycle (SDLC) 

 Added a simple “release” option to the Enhancement (ENHC) form.  A field name “Release” 
was added to the ENHC record.  This allows groups of ENHC records to be ‘bundled’ into a 
Release for ease of tracking.  The Scrum Master for a group must create a Release that is 
tied to the same product/application.  Once that is done, that Release name will be an option 
for the ENHC record.  Once the bundles of ENHC records are ready for a CHG record, the 
Change ticket can be linked to the Release or each individual ENHC. 

 Added links to list views of “Open Tasks” in the Navigation Pane.  Under SDLC, a new 
section exists that provides links to “Open Tasks” [Documentation Tasks, Testing Tasks, 
Release Tasks] and “Open Change-L” tasks. 

 Added a new field “Defect Type” to the Enhancement (ENHC) form.  If the value “Defect” 
is selected in the field “Type”, then the “Defect Type” field is made optional.  Values in this 
new field are Regression Defect and Vendor Defect.  If the Type is changed to Enhancement, 
the Defect Type field is blanked. 

 Updated the email that generates for “Change L tasks”.  Reduced the number of fields 
and changed the order of field placement. 

 Added an Edit button to the Enhancement tab on the Change form.  This allows users the 
ability to add multiple existing Enhancements to a single Change record. 

 Ensured that “Scrum task” tickets created from a Story will send assignment notifications 
and receive email reply notifications. 

 Updated the workflow so that if multiple Enhancement (ENHC) records are linked to a 
single Change record, when the Change is “approved” it will update the State value for all 
related Enhancements to “Change Approved”. 

• Employee Self Service (ESS) 

 Updated the service catalog page "Telephone Hardware and Voice Services Request" (if 
Medical Center is selected) to assign to the appropriate consolidated group.  In addition, 
removed the variable "Does this request involve Equipment?" and replaced it with "What 
Equipment does this Request Involve?" 
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 Updated the service catalog page "Telephone Hardware and Voice Services Request" (if 
Medical Center is selected), so the DPA-Fund variable "What is the DPA-Fund for this 
request?" no longer requires a value in order to submit the request.  Instead, the DPA-Fund 
field on the Request Item (RITM) form will be required before the State can be saved to 
Closed.Complete. The ITIL staff fulfilling this request will need to gather and enter the DPA-
Fund before closing the RITM. 

 Updated role restrictions so that ITIL users cannot edit Request Item (RITM) tasks from 
the list view.  Editing from the list view can bypass workflow, with unintended consequences.  
The Admin role can still list edit. 

 Two updates have been made for the service catalog pages "MyResearch Acct/User/Study 
Request Form" and "REDCap Request Form".  For the User name, if a name can't be 
found in the User field, a checkbox can be selected that will allow them to enter the name 
using free text.  In addition, wording at the top of the form regarding sponsorship by a PI as 
an affiliate has been removed. 

3. Fixes 
• Incident 

 Fixed an issue where the reminder notification for Pediatrics SLAs was not providing 
information about the Incident. 

 Fixed an issue where an “inbound” email copied to a ticket and it was displayed in 
HTML format instead of plain text. 

• Change 

 Fixed the List Display checkbox for Blackout Window entries which allows change 
managers to remove older items from the list view. 

• Employee Self Service (ESS) 

 Fixed an issue when a customer clicks the “View My Tickets” link there was a long delay 
as it waited to login to ApexNow.  Now, the user will only be logged in to ApexNow if they 
click the “My Apex Requests” tab. 

 Previously, when an auto-generated task was created for the service catalog page 
“Medical Center Firewall and VPN Request Form”, if the ITIL user had modified the short 
description value it would break the workflow and the task would not be created.  Now, a 
hidden field with a hard-coded value is set on the RITM that the workflow uses instead of the 
short description value.  This allows the Short Description to be modified without breaking the 
workflow so the task is created. 

 Fixed an issue that occurred in Internet Explorer 8 when a customer clicked a link from an 
email, it would take them to the incident record in self-service view and display 
“blinking” tabs in the top-right corner of the page. 
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 Fixed a field on the service catalog page “Campus & School of Medicine Account 
Request Form” when the customer selects either "Modify Existing Account" or "Delete 
Existing Account", the “UCSF Login ID” would not auto-populate. 

• Asset 

 Fixed the “Name” field on three asset classes, as it was appearing as “Computer Name”.  
It was fixed on Application, Business Services, and Server. 


